eHRAF TEAM PRESENTATIONS

- eHRAF presentations are based on activities featured in eHRAF Workbooks.
- The dates of the eHRAF presentations will be listed on the course schedule.
- Each presentation should be approximately 40 minutes in length.
- Following each presentation there will be 5 minutes for discussion.

eHRAF PRESENTATION FORMAT

Part I – SUMMARIZE
- Provide a general overview to this topic, including basic concepts and terminology.

Part II – SYNTHESIZE
- Demonstrate how this topic connects to information and concepts in your textbook.

Part III – eHRAF RESEARCH
- Share your eHRAF database research process, including screenshots of your searches.

Part IV – CONCLUSION
- Tell us what you discovered about the topic through your eHRAF database research.

NPR TEAM PRESENTATIONS

- NPR presentations are based on stories featured by National Public Radio (NPR).
- The dates of the NPR presentations will be listed on the course schedule.
- Each presentation should be approximately 40 minutes in length.
- Following each presentation there will be approximately 5 minutes for discussion.

NPR PRESENTATION FORMAT

Part I – SUMMARIZE
- What are the main points about the topic presented in this story?

Part II – SYNTHESIZE
- How does the story connect to information, terminology, and concepts in your textbook?

Part III – RESEARCH
- What relevant information can you find about the topic which is not covered in the story?

Part IV – REFLECTION
- Is the argument presented in the story convincing? Why or why not?
- How might you approach this topic as an anthropologist?
- Do you have suggested questions for further research?
eHRAF TEAM
PRESENTATION TOPICS

YELLOW TEAM: Ethnobotany

GREEN TEAM: Altered States

BLUE TEAM: Consuming Milk

PINK TEAM: Social Control
eHRAF TEAM
PRESENTATION TOPICS

YELLOW TEAM: Should Nonhuman Primates Have Rights? (115)
Chapter 5 Our Place in Nature: Humans As Primates
Research:
- Primatology
- Frans de Waal
- Barbara J. King, Our Inner Ape
Koko The Gorilla Dies; Redrew The Lines Of Animal-Human Communication – June 21, 2018
Do Pet Obituaries Belong In The Newspaper? – April 5, 2012
Humans And Other Animals: A Voice From Anthropology – September 15, 2011
Getting in Touch with the Inner Ape – October 7, 2005

GREEN TEAM: What Causes Differences in Sexual Orientation? (176)
Chapter 7 Reproduction: The Sexual Primate
Research:
- Sexual Orientation
- Gender Identity
- Online Dating
NPR Articles:
Sapiosexual Seeks Same: A New Lexicon Enters Online Dating Mainstream – December 4, 2014

BLUE TEAM: Are There Racial Differences in Athletic Ability? (202-203)
Chapter 8 Human Variation: Biological Diversity and Race
Research:
- Race and racism
- Stereotypes
- Jon Entine, Taboo: Why black athletes dominate sports and why we’re afraid to talk about it
NPR Articles:
How Stereotypes Explain Everything And Nothing At All – April 8, 2014
Race & Sports – May 8, 2000

PINK TEAM: Are Humans Naturally Violent? (358-359)
Chapter 14 The Evolution of Our Behavior: Putting It All Together
Research:
- Human Progress
- Human Violence
- Steven Pinker, The Better Angels of Our Nature
NPR Articles:
Steven Pinker: Can Numbers Show Us That Progress Is Inevitable? – August 17, 2018
Steven Pinker Looks At The Bright Side – February 1, 2018
War And Violence On The Decline In Modern Times – October 8, 2012